LDV SPARKS ELECTRICAL GROWTH
MCF Electrical is a growing small business in Queensland. Owned and run by Matthew Ferguson, MCF has
been tackling domestic and commercial work in and around Brisbane for the past three years.
When the time came to look at replacement vans, Matthew took to Google with a couple of well-known
brands in mind. However, when LDV appeared in the results with a good sized van at a much lower price he
took an open minded approach and went to his local dealer to have a look.
Now, some 20,000km later Matthew says his low-roof, short wheel base LDV van is doing just what he wants.
“It has been reliable, goes well on fuel, has lots of space and is really comfortable to drive, though it did take a
little while to get used to the dash,” he says.
In fact, Matthew was so happy with the first LDV van that he bought another in March. This time his low-roof
short wheel base LDV is fitted with the new auto (AMT) transmission. In addition to being well satisfied with
his first LDV, Matthew wanted standardisation to make things like sign writing so much easier. He says it took
a couple of weeks to get familiar with the Automated Manual Transmission but it’s all good now.
Buying LDVs has saved MCF Electrical a bundle. With many of the competitions’ vans starting at $45k plus, it’s
not hard to see why a $30k or so drive away LDV starts to make real commercial sense for an ABN holder.
If business continues to grow for MCF Electrical, Matthew has his eyes on yet another LDV van in six months
or so, and it’s not just the price or reliability or fuel efficiency of the LDV that has him thinking that way.
You see, at six foot five Matthew simply doesn’t fit into many of the competitors’ vans. Just goes to show that
electrical businesses aren’t the only things to grow well in Queensland.

